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Abstract: In the post-sharing era, the evolution of the shared micro-mobility industry has transitioned
from expanding market share to providing precise services. The focus on user satisfaction has shifted
from a singular emphasis on functional utility to diversified product values. Product perceived
value has emerged as a comprehensive factor for enhancing user satisfaction, aiding companies in
formulating precise services, mitigating urban resource wastage, and promoting sustainable urban
development. From the perspective of product perceived value, this study combined the analysis
of factors affecting user satisfaction of shared micro-mobility and the interaction between these
aspects and carried out the following two studies. Research No. 1: By mining the user review
data on app platforms related to shared micro-mobility and adopting the latent dirichlet allocation
(LDA) algorithm, we have initially identified 17 major factors affecting the satisfaction of users and
summarized these factors into four research topics constituting product perceived value. Research No.
2: On the basis of Research No. 1, the content of the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI)
was expanded, and a user satisfaction research model focusing on the perceived value of shared
micro-mobility products was constructed. Afterwards, by using the data collected in questionnaire
surveys, structural equation modeling (SEM) was used to model the user satisfaction of shared micro-
mobility through SEM, which was deployed to establish an empirical analysis. It is found that (1) both
user expectation and product quality can positively affect the perceived value of products through
interactive experience; (2) factors such as user expectation, product quality, interactive experience,
and subjective consciousness can positively affect user satisfaction through the perceived value of
products, with user expectation delivering the greatest influence; and (3) subjective consciousness has
a direct positive effect on users’ willingness to continuously use a product but no significant effect on
user satisfaction. These findings expand the user satisfaction theoretical model in the field of shared
micro-mobility, constitute suggestions for product development and service promotion in the shared
micro-mobility industry, and can provide new ideas and methods for the sustainable development of
urban transportation.

Keywords: micro-mobility; shared mobility; user satisfaction; post-sharing era; ACSI; sustainable
urban transportation; product perceived value

1. Introduction

Since 2016, the shared micro-mobility industry in China has entered an early stage of
rapid expansion. In pursuit of short-term profitability, most enterprises have adopted an
extensive expansion strategy but have neglected the systematic operation and planning
management of their product lines [1]. Excessive vehicle deployments and chaotic product
operations have led to the occupation and waste of urban resources, thus negatively
affecting users’ travel experience as well as the sustainability of urban transportation. In
addition, at this stage, most shared mobility products in the market are too homogeneous
in terms of their designs and services, without paying full attention to the experience and
diversified needs of users and therefore weakening the attractiveness and user stickiness
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of enterprises’ services. As a result, since 2020, the shared micro-mobility industry has
begun to pay more attention to the diversified demands of users, with a focus on the
standardization, efficiency, and environmental sustainability of urban mobility, indicating
that this industry is gradually entering the post-sharing era [2]. In this era, the focus
of the shared micro-mobility industry has shifted from acquiring more market shares to
seeking stable development, and enterprises are placing more emphasis on the precision of
customer services and market operations. Thus, the shared micro-mobility industry has
gradually entered a benign and stable development stage.

Micro-mobility means include human-powered and electric-assisted vehicles such as
bicycles, e-bikes, smart e-vehicles, scooters, and motorized scooters, as well as skateboards,
single-wheeled balance boards, and four-wheeled motorized micro-vehicles [3]. According
to “The 2023 Analysis Report on Transportation in China’s Major Cities”, during the period
2017–2022, the total average daily travel demand of Chinese residents gradually hiked, with
two-wheeled vehicles and other micro-vehicles accounting for a higher percentage of the
demand than private cars and public transportation vehicles; thus, two-wheeled vehicles
and other micro-vehicles have become some of the main travel modes for urban residents
in China [4]. As an important aspect of micro-transportation modes, shared mobility
has seen increasingly more numbers and varieties of its products following continuous
iteration and development. It is expected that by 2025, the number of shared motorcycles
deployed across China will reach 7.945 million, and this market’s size will be boosted
accordingly, hopefully reaching 43.50 billion yuan [5]. Compared with traditional private
transportation tools, shared micro-mobility can deliver a more convenient and flexible
travel experience, addressing users’ pain points more effectively in 2–10 km short- and
medium-distance travels; thus, it is widely welcomed by urban residents. In addition, traffic
vehicles for shared micro-mobility can better meet national green and carbon-reduction
policies, thus gradually growing into an important driving force behind the transformation
and sustainable development of urban transportation.

Certain research results have been acquired in the field of micro-mobility. Bozzi et al.
produced a systematical retrospective study on the impacts of micro-mobility on urban
transportation and the environment [6]. Jaber et al. investigated the preference factors
influencing users’ choice of micro-mobility from the perspective of social demographic
variables [7]. Eccarius et al., through an examination of user behavioral psychology, demon-
strated that a lack of personal values and mobility needs may reduce students’ intention
to use green transportation services [8]. In addition, research has been conducted on
such issues as the operation, safety, and subjective well-being related to shared micro-
mobility [9,10]. However, the existing research on shared micro-mobility predominantly
focuses on specific areas such as user behavior characteristics or corporate operations, lack-
ing a comprehensive exploration of factors influencing shared micro-mobility satisfaction
in the product dimension. Product perceived value, the core content of user satisfaction,
has not been fully analyzed. Product perceived value is the user’s subjective perception
of product value, which plays a key role in the evaluation of user satisfaction. In existing
research, the satisfaction impact mechanism of the perceived value of shared micro-mobility
products has not yet been fully explored from the user’s perspective. Shared micro-mobility
should provide users with diversified service experiences, rather than just a single prod-
uct [8]. For the enterprises that provide shared services, an effective way to enhance user
satisfaction is to provide diversified functions and a rich traveling experience [9]. Under
this premise, acquiring a deep understanding of users’ perceived values in the context of
shared micro-mobility and revealing the influencing factors and deep mechanisms behind
the perceived value and user satisfaction of products have become urgent requirements for
making objective assessments of the development of shared micro-mobility and optimizing
marketing strategies. This is also in alignment with the common requirement of delivering
on the sustainable development of urban transportation.

This study is divided into two parts. In Research No. 1, we conducted text mining on
user comments from five major shared micro-mobility apps and two social media apps in
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China. We collected comprehensive online comment data related to shared micro-mobility
from January 2022 to June 2023. This nationwide dataset, distinct from traditional survey
data, laid the foundation for establishing broad and objective thematic clustering. Subse-
quently, employing the latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm, which provides higher
differentiation than traditional word frequency clustering methods, we performed a cluster-
ing analysis. This allowed us to further explore the key factors influencing user satisfaction
(sub-topics) and to categorized them into four research topics constituting the product
perceived value [11]. In Study 2, building on the conclusions from Study 1, we expanded
the content of the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) [12]. We constructed a
user satisfaction research model for the product perceived value of shared micro-mobility.
Subsequently, we collected survey data through questionnaires and conducted empirical
analysis using structural equation modeling (SEM) [13–15], aiming for innovation in the
field of research methods. Additionally, this study integrated the concept of perceived value
into the product dimension of shared micro-mobility, conducting detailed research from
four perspectives: product quality, user expectations, interaction experience, and subjective
consciousness. Based on the final research results, some recommendations will be proposed
for the design, development, marketing, and promotion of shared micro-mobility so as to
boost the sustainability of urban transportation.

The rest of this paper is organized according to the following structure. The second
section will review the relevant literature and illustrate the theoretical basis of this study.
The third section concerns Research No. 1, which uses the LDA to explore the factors
influencing the shared micro-mobility users’ satisfaction from online users’ comments.
The fourth section concerns Research No. 2, which aims to validate the authenticity and
intrinsic relationship of various topics in Research No. 1; based on the ASCI model, an
empirical study will be conducted to examine the factors that may affect the satisfaction of
shared micro-mobility users while exploring the underlying mechanisms that influence
users’ continuous use of shared micro-mobility vehicles. And the fifth, sixth, and seventh
sections will discuss the theoretical and practical implications of the findings of this study,
as well as the limitations of this study and future research directions.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Micro-Mobility in the Background of Post-Sharing Era

The focus of academic research in the micro-mobility field is gradually becoming more
refined and systematic. The evaluation of shared micro-mobility is a composite concept,
with scholars conducting quantitative assessments by collecting a series of performance
indicators from shared micro-mobility enterprises and comparing them with past per-
formance standards [16]. Additionally, researchers can deduce the evolution of future
micro-transportation systems by studying data such as city user travel rates and shared
vehicle routes [17]. The mentioned studies primarily focus on evaluating the service quality
of shared micro-mobility from a non-user perspective, and the indicators themselves do
not provide specific qualitative results. Therefore, some scholars have constructed quality
assessment models based on the user characteristics and service attributes of shared micro-
mobility to assist companies in enhancing service quality from the user’s perspective [18].
In the post-sharing era, an increasing number of studies are evaluating the product service
experience of shared micro-mobility from the user’s perspective. How to obtain more
authentic and accurate user subjective experiences has become a hot topic in research. In
summary, the post-sharing era provides a new context and opportunity for researching the
micro-mobility phenomena, and the continued development of micro-mobility services is
a response to the diverse demands of urban commuters in the post-sharing era. With the
advancement of science and technology, as well as society’s hiking concern over environ-
mental protection, the travel modes in the post-sharing era will become more diversified
as an important part of urban life [19,20]. The shared micro-mobility industry shall no
longer rely on the blind expansion of resource scales; rather, they will have to address new
market demands. Emphasizing the importance of research to user satisfaction is a key
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point in ensuring that these products can deliver continued success in a rapidly changing
market environment. This will not only help meet the diverse needs of users in order to
boost the growth of enterprises; they will also help raise the social recognition of shared
micro-mobility and promote the development of sustainable urban transportation.

2.2. Shared Micro-Mobility Satisfaction

The existing research results have greatly advanced the benign development of shared
micro-mobility in all aspects. However, for a travel field such as this, with a high degree
of freedom and flexibility, it is very important to undertake comprehensive evaluation
research on the experience of travel products and services. User satisfaction is one of the
important standards by which to measure the experience of shared micro-mobility, and
it is also a comprehensive indicator when surveying the economic and social benefits of
travel; in addition, it plays a key role in allocating travel resources, improving the quality
of travel services, and meeting users’ travel needs [21]. In recent years, many scholars have
researched user satisfaction in the urban transportation domain from various perspectives.
Zhang et al. approached the study via the characteristics of public transportation operators,
demonstrating the impact of factors such as passenger expectations and perceived value
on user satisfaction [22]. Fishman and Soltani, in contrasting bike-sharing with existing
transportation modes, identified pricing and safety as crucial factors influencing user satis-
faction [23,24]. However, existing research has predominantly explored the factors affecting
and optimizing user satisfaction in shared micro-mobility from macro perspectives such
as businesses or government, lacking the consideration of end-users’ perspectives and
the assessment of comprehensive product value [25]. Therefore, conducting a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the product value in shared micro-mobility from the user’s perspective
and subsequently exploring the underlying mechanisms of user satisfaction is imperative.
When individuals utilize shared mobility tools such as bike-sharing, they are engaging with
shared micro-mobility services and can be considered customers of shared micro-mobility
enterprises. Presently, the American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) stands as the
most widely applied model for measuring customer satisfaction. However, within the
realm of shared micro-mobility research, there is a scarcity of studies examining satisfaction
impact mechanisms from the user’s perspective. Therefore, our research is grounded in the
American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) theory, which is a comprehensive evaluation
index for customer satisfaction with perceived value at its core, based on the process of
product and service consumption. It encompasses six variables: customer expectations,
perceived quality, perceived value, customer satisfaction, customer complaints, and cus-
tomer loyalty [13]. Building on the ACSI framework, Ibrahim et al. utilized structural
equation modeling (SEM) to explore factors influencing passengers’ satisfaction with mono-
rail services and their willingness to continue using the service [26]. Chen et al., based
on ACSI, constructed a research model involving heritage perception value, perceived
enjoyment, visit satisfaction, and post-visit behavioral intentions, validating it through
SEM [27]. Although ACSI has been maturely applied in customer satisfaction research,
with high academic authority and wide applicability, it has been little implemented in
the field of micro-mobility; moreover, in-depth research is still required for the theoretical
interpretation of the current comments or reviews of shared micro-mobility users. Hence,
it is possible to make appropriate adjustments to the ACSI to construct a shared micro-
mobility user satisfaction model, aligning it more closely with the practicalities of the
research. Furthermore, the utilization of SEM or path analysis to analyze the relationships
between satisfaction or service quality and various attributes has become increasingly
popular [28,29].

2.3. A Study of User Satisfaction Based on Online Reviews

With regard to the research on the evaluation of user satisfaction, the existing liter-
ature generally adopts certain qualitative (e.g., the grounded theory) and quantitative
(e.g., questionnaire surveys) methods to identify the factors influencing satisfaction, along
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with the dimensions of such factors. However, such methods tend to be operated in a
costly manner, while collecting only limited samples, and the limited information from
closed questions cannot provide rich data for more complex analyses [30]. In recent years,
therefore, with the rapid development of Internet technology, academic results related to
user-generated content (UGC) have increased significantly, and online reviews have gained
widespread attention as an important component of UGC. UGC not only encompasses
a broad range of factual information but also indirectly reflects the emotional needs of
the commentators [31]. Dong and Kim, among others, have revealed the importance of
online reviews in the hotel industry, and their studies have found that the information on
customer experience showcased in online reviews is crucial for enhancing user satisfaction
of hotel services [32,33]. Guo et al. have collected online reviews on rental apartments
from social media and assessed the occupants’ satisfaction via topic modeling and sen-
timent analysis [34]. As a kind of text data, online reviews have such characteristics as
easy retrieval, wide range, low cost, and objectivity. With the feature of big data, online
reviews contain a huge amount of valuable information, so they can effectively remedy the
shortcomings of traditional econometric and statistical methods.

The vast textual data require further cluster analysis, and the latent dirichlet allocation
(LDA) is a probabilistic model that utilizes topic modeling [35,36]. This topic model is
capable of uncovering abstract themes latent in massive text and yields more distinctive
results compared to traditional methods such as word frequency clustering statistics. There-
fore, this study, based on the LDA model, conducts topic mining on online comment data
to explore the dimensions of user evaluations and focal features regarding shared micro-
mobility in the post-sharing era. Building on this, a research model for user satisfaction in
Chinese shared micro-mobility is established based on the ACSI, and an SEM approach
is employed to establish relevant quantitative models, conducting empirical research on
the authenticity and correlation of these key factors. The overall research methodology
framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
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3. Study 1: Exploring the Factors Based on Review Mining with Latent Dirichlet
Allocation

In this section, the method of text mining is used to collect user reviews from shared
micro-mobility platforms, and LDA is adopted to conduct clustering analysis on the results.
The key factors affecting users’ satisfaction will be identified from the users’ perspective so
as to lay the foundation for constructing a research model for shared micro-mobility users’
satisfaction in the next section.

3.1. Data

Taking the shared micro-mobility app platforms in China as the research object, this
study collected online users’ reviews to identify relevant problems and concerns. In order
to avoid the bias caused by narrow data, Python 3.8 was used to retrieve review contents
from different shared micro-mobility app platforms, and reviews were also collected from
third-party social media sites to enhance the diversity of the data. Specifically, this study
selected data from two review channels in China: reviews by platform users and reviews
on social media. And the following two principles were set for selecting appropriate target
data sources: (1) the shared micro-mobility brands among the top 10 in terms of market
shares; and (2) the social media presence of the top 10 in terms of user activity. Based on
the above principles, two social media apps and five shared micro-mobility apps were
finally selected. From Android and IOS app stores, five shared micro-mobility platform
apps were screened outm namely, Hellobike, Meituan, Green Orange, Xiao Liu, and Song
Guo, and the two social media platforms were Little Red Book and Zhi Hu. These apps
have wide user coverage and a high utilization rate, and their data are publicly available.
The apps can be downloaded from app stores for free. The user online comments from
various platforms were selected from January 2022 to June 2023 (on social media platforms,
keywords such as “shared mobility”, “bike-sharing”, and “electric scooter-sharing” were
used for searching and collection). Considering that user comments, despite originating
from different sources, represent the same type of subjective data, and that all online
comments on various platforms are textual data, merging them directly enhances the
generalizability of the results. A total of 7827 online reviews have been collected with
Python. After de-duplication and screening of invalid reviews, a total of 6560 valid reviews
were obtained, with some of them shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data sources (partial content).

User ID Source of Data Comment Content Comment Time Follow-up Comment
Content

82**65 Hellobike
Buying a monthly card is quite

cost-effective when riding, but you need
to pay attention to bicycle safety.

11 February 2023 The bicycles are quite
beautiful, I like them!

24**92 Meituan The seat is a bit hard and uncomfortable
on bumpy roads. 5 January 2023 N/A

26**15 Green Orange
Returning the e-bike is easy, and e-bikes
are often easy to find on the road, saving

a lot of walking distance.
23 November 2022 N/A

48**56 Xiao Liu
I’ve already positioned the bike correctly,
but the system still asks me to adjust the

bike’s position.
19 January 2023 Can the GPS system be

improved?

94**35 Song Guo
The bikes often have malfunctions, and
customer service is all automated, quite

frustrating.
16 December 2022 N/A

52**75 Little Red Book
I can’t find the complaint entrance, and
the bike lock malfunctioned, unable to

unlock. Very disappointed!
14 January 2023 N/A

46**73 Zhi Hu
Riding is usually good, but there are not
many types of bikes. I wish there were

more models available.
21 December 2022

In the future, I plan to ride
out often for a leisurely
stroll.
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In order to perform topic clustering analysis in a better manner, a series of data
preprocessing operations are required: (1) manually remove some invalid information, such
as emoticons, symbol labels, blank fields, etc.; (2) jieba, a third-party open source Python 3.8
toolkit, is used to perform Chinese lexical segmentation so as to transform textual data into
discrete words and provide a basis for the subsequent textual analysis and feature extraction;
and (3) perform stopword processing so as to remove the words that appear frequently in
the text but lack actual meanings, including conjunctions, auxiliaries, prepositions, and the
like. Simultaneously, a custom lexicon was established, incorporating abbreviations such
as “5G” and “GPS”. The above data preprocessing methods can effectively improve the
effectiveness and accuracy of topic clustering. After three rounds of adjustment by using
the above methods, the final word frequency statistics were acquired, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Word frequency statistics (top 30).

Word Frequency Word Frequency Word Frequency

service 1165 preserve 426 congestion 213
maintenance 903 health 407 big data 201
environment 822 positioning 391 traffic 196

smart 758 convenience 388 experience 184
travel 713 malfunction 351 interface 168
price 670 parking 337 technology 151
bike 597 aesthetics 323 community 147
cost 552 popularity 270 credit 143

rental 485 register 264 appearance 139
safety 432 economic 234 privacy 121

3.2. Methods

The word frequency results reflect the current hot topics that people are concerned
about, but their distinctiveness and accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, we utilized
the LDA for further cluster analysis of the vocabulary. The core idea of the LDA is to model
the distribution of topics in a document as well as the distribution of words in a topic as
random variables, and parameter estimation is performed through the observed text data
so as to reveal the latent semantic structure in the text data. In the process of LDA modeling,
the number of topics shall be set, and usually, the larger the volume of the text collection,
the higher the number of topics. A large amount of practice and a large number of studies
have proved that the topic-clustering effect of the LDA is directly related to the number of
potential topics, and this number will directly affect the quality of the clustered document
sets. In this paper, the perplexity degree, a widely used index, was used to determine the
optimal number of topics. The perplexity degree is the deterministic judgment index when
a model distinguishes topics, and it can demonstrate whether a model is applicable to new
samples and whether a model can correctly distinguish topics [35]. The calculation formula
is as follows:

P
( ∼

W | M
)
= exp −

∑M
m=1 log p

(∼
→
w∼

m
| M

)
∑M

m=1 Nm
, (1)

where M is the number of characters in the document; Nm is the length of document m;

and logp

(∼
→
w∼

m
| M

)
is the probability of a word in document m. If the model has a good

classification effect for new samples as well, it will have a better generalization ability, and
its value of perplexity will be small, and vice versa.
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3.3. Topic Identification

The LDA was used to mine the implicit topic information from the text, and LDA
analysis was performed through the sklearn library, a machine learning module in Python.
The perplexity is calculated for different numbers of topics so as to determine the optimal
number of topics. Figure 2 shows how the perplexity changes with the number of topics.
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As shown in the results, the value of perplexity will gradually decrease with the
rising number of topics. And the perplexity’s decreasing rate will be lowered when the
number of topics exceeds 20. Therefore, the optimal number of topics for the LDA model
was determined to be 20, and the Dirichlet allocation parameters are set as α = 20/20 = 1
and β = 0.01. In addition, 20 topics were extracted by using the Gibbs sampling iteration
method. After analyzing the extracted topics, it was revealed that some of the topics
lacked practical significance or were not related to shared micro-mobility. Therefore, the
topics were screened and named based on the word frequency results. Finally, this study
identified 17 topics that are related to shared micro-mobility and have significance. The
17 potential topics were divided into dimensions to identify four prominent dimensions
(research topics). The results of their affiliated topics and 10 keywords are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Topic naming results of LDA.

Dimension Topic Number Topic Name Topic Words

1. Product quality

1 Comfort
Vehicle Design, Quality, Feel, Seating, Sound, Ride

Experience, Comfort, Smoothness, Shock Absorption,
Softness

2 Reliability
Maintenance, Breakdowns, Durability, GPS Location,
Real-Time, Battery Life, Mechanical Issues, Remote

Control, Reliability, Security

4 Aesthetics Aesthetics, Color, Style, Novelty, Logo, Fashion,
Personality, Appearance, Trend, Interface

13 Stability
Service Response, Operations, Technology, Maintenance,
Repair, Inspection, Failure, Maintenance, Troubleshooting,

After Sales
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Table 3. Cont.

Dimension Topic Number Topic Name Topic Words

2. User expectation

6 Safety Standard Safety, Accident Rate, Behavior, Insurance, Warning,
Privacy, Credit, Legal, Regulation, Rushing

9 Brand Image
Credibility, Culture, Marketing, public relation, Word of

Mouth, Brand Recognition, Image, Popularity, Public
Evaluation, Strategy

10 Pricing Strategy Fee Transparency, Fit, Offers, Discounts, Strategies,
Payment Methods, Prices, Rentals, Billing Rules, Spending

15 Feedback Handling
Service, Complaint Handling, Opinions, Satisfaction,

Solutions, Customer Relations, Communication, Response
Time, Attitude, Problems

17 Dispatch Efficiency
Vehicle Distribution, Coverage, Time, Region, Dispatch,

Efficiency, Waiting, Availability, Supply-Demand Balance,
Real-Time

3. Interactive experience

3 General-purpose
Compatible, Cross-Platform, Device, Unified, Simple,

User-Friendly, Universal, Adaptable, Accessible,
Customized

7 Social Interaction Communication, Users, Networks, Platforms, Reviews,
Sharing, Social, Likes, Activity, Communities

8 Ease of use Interface, Convenience, Steps, Self-help, Instructions,
Adjustment, Understanding, Intuitive, Operation, Menus

11 Technological
Innovation

Technology, Innovation, Research, Services, Smart,
Experience, 5G, Functionality, Premium, Internet

12 Software
Adaptability

Compatible, Application, Software, Feature, Registration,
Mobile, System, Version, Operation, Upgrade

4. Subjective
consciousness

5 Health Awareness Health, Cycling, Exercise, Activity Level, Mental, Comfort,
Environmental, Fitness, Habits, Motivation

14 Green Motivation
Eco-Friendly, Carbon Reduction, Green Mobility, Energy

Efficiency, Zero Emissions, Sharing, Sustainability,
Community, Environment, Congestion

16 Self-identification
Belonging, Community, Sharing, Engagement, Values,

Responsibility, Socialization, Identity, Uniqueness,
Perception

3.4. Results

Through text mining online user reviews, Research No. 1 delineates four research
topics affecting user satisfaction. Research Topic No. 1 is product quality, specifically
including Topic 1 (comfort), Topic 2 (reliability), Topic 4 (aesthetics), and Topic 13 (stability),
and the related review keywords are vehicle design, comfort, smoothness, battery life,
reliability, etc. Research Topic No. 2 is user expectation, specifically including Topic 6
(safety standard), Topic 9 (brand image), Topic 10 (pricing strategy), Topic 15 (feedback
handling), and Topic 17 (dispatch efficiency), and the related review keywords are ease of
use, credibility, communication, scheduling, cost, etc. Research Topic No. 3 is interactive ex-
perience, specifically including Topic 3 (general-purpose), Topic 7 (social interaction), Topic
8 (ease of use), Topic 11 (technological innovation), and Topic 12 (software adaptability),
and the related review keywords are ease of operation, update, intelligence, software, easy
to understand, etc. Research Topic No. 4 is subjective consciousness, specifically including
Topic 5 (health awareness), Topic 14 (Green motivation), and Topic 16 (self-identification),
and the related review keywords include health, environmental protection, value, sustain-
ability, habits, etc. After the clustering analysis of the online user reviews, the external
variables of the model for the shared micro-mobility user satisfaction were enriched. In
order to verify the objectivity of these factors and their interactions, Research No. 2 adopted
the empirical method of a questionnaire survey.
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4. Study 2: Empirical Test of Influencing Factors Based on American Customer
Satisfaction Index

Based on the results of clustering the topics of user online reviews from Research No.
1, and in combination with product perceived value, this section will conduct SEM for
shared micro-mobility user satisfaction on the basis of the ACSI and conduct empirical
research through questionnaire data.

4.1. Construct Definition and Hypothesis Development

Based on the ACSI, this section proposes some research hypotheses which take the
perceived value of products as the core influencing factor. The research model constructed
for shared micro-mobility user satisfaction is shown in Figure 3, which illustrates the paths
of all hypotheses and their relevance. The details of these hypotheses are explained below.
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(1) User expectation

User expectation is Research Topic No. 2, which refers to the overall expectation or
hope that customers place on a product’s quality, service, etc., before the product is used
and after it is experienced [37]. Diehl and Meirovich et al. argued that in the field of
micro-mobility, user expectation reflects people’s demand for convenient, efficient, and sus-
tainable transportation solutions, and its relevant factors can influence satisfaction through
emotional fluctuations [38,39]. This study finds that user expectation is closely related to
satisfaction with micro-mobility services, involving such aspects as price rationality, service
efficiency, and safety sense.

(2) Product quality

Product quality is Research Topic No. 1, which mainly reflects the actual feelings
of users on the quality and performance of vehicles’ hardware. Lim and Ozkan et al.
demonstrated that in daily consumption products, product quality has a significant positive
impact on customers’ attitudes and satisfaction [40,41]. Agyeman et al. revealed a strong
relationship between the perceived quality and school bus services’ accessibility, safety,
efficiency, and other factors [42]. As a hypothesis variable, product quality can not only
help us understand users’ satisfaction with micro-mobility services but can also provide
strong support for boosting service quality and promoting sustainable development in the
micro-mobility sector.

(3) Interactive experience

Interactive experience is Research Topic No. 3, which refers to the sum of the interac-
tion content that a person feels and obtains when using a product or accessing a service [43].
The design of interactive experience was initially focused on the development and research
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of new products, aiming to enhance customers’ satisfaction and loyalty by boosting useful-
ness, ease of use, and enjoyment in the process of product interactions [44,45]. Michalco
et al. found that before using a product, people would form some expectations about
the experience, and users tend to compare the actual experience of a product with their
expectations [37]. This study believes that users’ expectations and the perceived quality of
a product would have a certain impact on the interactive experience of the product.

(4) Product perceived value

Product perceived value is the overall evaluation of the utility of a product or service
after users weigh the perceived benefits against the costs incurred in obtaining the product
or service [13]. Many scholars have also demonstrated that the perceived value takes the
core position in users’ consumption decisions. Noble et al. emphasized three types of
perceived value in the process of product design and development: rationality, kinesthesis,
and emotion [46]. In empirical research centered on perceived value, Fernandes et al.
explored the design value proposition of product and service systems [47]. This study
argues that shared micro-mobility enterprises can effectively increase the user satisfaction
and sustained use intention for their products by enhancing their perceived value [48,
49], and this process is influenced by user expectations, product quality, and interactive
experience. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Product quality has a significant positive impact on interactive experience.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): User expectation has a significant positive impact on interactive experience.

Hypothesis 3 (H3) : User expectation has a significant positive impact on product perceived value.

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Product quality has a significant positive impact on product perceived value.

Hypothesis 5 (H5): Interactive experience has a significant positive impact on product per-
ceived value.

Hypothesis 6 (H6): Product perceived value has a significant positive impact on user satisfaction.

(5) User satisfaction

User satisfaction (US) refers to the subjective evaluation of users on an information
system [50]. In this study, it refers to the subjective feelings of users after they use and
experience the functions and services of shared micro-mobility vehicles. In theoretical
models about continuance intention, many scholars have also demonstrated the positive
effect of satisfaction on continuance intention. This study believes that users’ satisfaction
with shared micro-mobility will positively affect users’ attitudes toward using shared micro-
mobility services and that it is also an important source of continuance intention [51,52].

(6) Continuance intention

Continuance intention refers to the behavior or likelihood of repeated consumption of
a product or service and the likelihood of recommending it to others if a user is satisfied
with it [53]. Based on an integrated theoretical framework of expectation confirmation
theory, Si et al. demonstrated that the key factors influencing consumers’ continuance inten-
tion of using carpooling services include satisfaction, perceived utility, economic benefits,
environmental awareness, and platform incentives [54]. Understanding the influencing
factors for continuance intention could induce enterprises to establish their core compet-
itiveness, while also offering references and suggestions for designing and promoting
shared micro-mobility services; so, it is directly related to the success and sustainability of
the services.
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(7) Subjective consciousness

Subjective consciousness is Research Topic No. 4, which mainly reflects users’ subjective
perceptions and attitudes toward shared micro-mobility. Bretones et al. have demonstrated
the importance of psychosocial factors that influence users’ micro-mobility decisions; such
nonfunctional factors as environmental issues, innovation, and a sense of belonging may
even have a stronger impact on individuals than such traditional functional factors as speed,
cost, and time savings [55]. Subjective consciousness involves not only an individual’s moral
responsibility and self-identity but also the social sustainability of micro-mobility. Together,
these factors can shape people’s subjective experience of micro-mobility and, in turn, influence
their choices and behaviors. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 7 (H7): User satisfaction has a significant positive impact on continuance intention.

Hypothesis 8 (H8): Subjective consciousness has a significant positive impact on product per-
ceived value.

Hypothesis 9 (H9): Subjective consciousness has a significant positive impact on user satisfaction.

Hypothesis 10 (H10): Subjective consciousness has a significant positive impact on continu-
ance intention.

4.2. Questionnaires and Data

Wenjuanxing 2.0 software was used to create a questionnaire, and online surveys were
conducted. The proposed research model and hypotheses were validated. The scales in this
study were all developed based on the mature scales of the model in combination with the
topic clustering results of Research No. 1. The questionnaire adopted 7-level Likert scales,
and the survey subjects were the people who had used shared micro-mobility vehicles.
The interviewees were mostly located in regions in central China (Hubei, Hunan, and
Henan provinces), and 429 valid questionnaires were collected. The questionnaire content
includes the following two parts. The first part is about basic personal information: males
are dominant in the sample (53.8%); most of the interviewees are between 18 and 35 years
old (80.5%); and their education level is generally above the undergraduate level (84.8%).
Meanwhile, it can be seen that students are the main user group of shared micro-mobility
(52.7%). This feature not only involves the travel preferences of young users but may also
be related to the deployment areas selected by shared micro-mobility enterprises. The
statistical information for the sample description is shown in Table 4. The second part of
the questionnaire consists of seven items of latent variables: (1) product quality; (2) user
expectations; (3) interactive experience; (4) subjective consciousness; (5) product perceived
value; (6) user satisfaction; and (7) continuance intention. Based on the literature review
and the 17 clustering results, a total of 26 measured variables were set. The questionnaire
design is shown in Table A1.

The reliability of the questionnaire was assessed with Cronbach’s alpha coefficients.
Generally, the reliability of a questionnaire will meet the requirement when the Cronbach’s
α value is greater than 0.8. As shown in Tables 5 and 6, the overall Cronbach’s α value
of the questionnaire is 0.829, so the variables have good internal consistency, indicating
that the questionnaire has high reliability. Additionally, the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO)
value is 0.874, greater than the optimal critical value of 0.8, and the significance index is
0.000; therefore, the data are suitable for factor analysis. Finally, the combined reliability
(CR) of the seven variables is greater than 0.7, and the average variance extracted (AVE)
was greater than 0.5, indicating that the variables have good convergent validity and
internal consistency.
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Table 4. Descriptive statistical analysis.

Variables Items Quantity Percentage (%)

Gender
Male 231 53.8

Female 198 46.2

Age
18–25 204 47.6
26–35 141 32.9
36–45 84 19.6

Education

High school 44 10.3
Junior high school and below 17 3.3

Undergraduate 239 55.7
Postgraduate and above 125 29.1

Profession

Student 226 52.7
Corporate staff 97 22.6

Government official 21 4.9
Laborer 30 7
Others 55 12.8

Table 5. Questionnaire reliability and validity test.

Cronbach’s alpha 0.858

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin 0.874

Bartlett’s test of sphericity

x2 926.33

df 374

Sig 0.000

Table 6. Reliability and validity statistics.

Constructs Items Loading CR AVE Cronbach’s α

Product perceived value (PPV)
PPV1 0.765

0.827 0.615 0.877PPV2 0.784
PPV3 0.803

User satisfaction (US)
US1 0.834

0.879 0.710 0.816US2 0.827
US3 0.861

Continuance intention (CI)
CI1 0.868

0.825 0.612 0.854CI2 0.736
CI3 0.736

Product quality (PQ)

PQ1 0.846

0.865 0.620 0.867
PQ2 0.871
PQ3 0.789
PQ4 0.619

User expectation (UE)

UE1 0.868

0.862 0.560 0.831
UE2 0.701
UE3 0.835
UE4 0.695
UE5 0.611

Interactive experience (IE)

IE1 0.702

0.870 0.575 0.901
IE2 0.815
IE3 0.863
IE4 0.752
IE5 0.639

Subjective consciousness (SC)
SC1 0.815

0.841 0.638 0.862SC2 0.827
SC3 0.752
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In this study, the square root of the average value extracted (AVE) of each variable is
utilized to further determine the discriminant validity among the factors. In the model con-
structed, the square roots of AVE of all variables are greater than the correlation coefficients
between the values of the variables, proving that there are significant differences between
the variables and that the discriminant validity is good. The discriminant validity data are
shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Discriminative validity.

PPV US UE PQ IE CI SC

PPV 0.784
US 0.459 ** 0.842
UE 0.435 ** 0.569 ** 0.754
PQ 0.357 ** 0.652 ** 0.465 ** 0.836
IE 0.221 ** 0.489 ** 0.357 ** 0.345 ** 0.847
CI 0.468 ** 0.364 ** 0.698 ** 0.249 ** 0.498 ** 0.782
SC 0.597 ** 0.495 ** 0.452 ** 0.368 ** 0.567 ** 0.503 ** 0.812

Note: ** indicates that its p-value is less than 0.01, and the diagonal line is the AVE square root. Other values are
relevant coefficients.

4.3. Structural Equation Model Testing

In order to test the validity of the hypothetical model, AMOS 26.0 software was used to
assess the fit degree of the model. An index system consisting of absolute fit indexes (x2/df
and RMSEA), value-added fit indexes (IFI, TLI, and CFI), and reduced fit indexes (PGFI
and PNFI) was used to test the fit degree of the theoretical model, and it was found that the
test results of all the parameters could meet the fit criteria. Thus, the actual research data of
shared micro-mobility satisfaction have a good fit with the theoretical model constructed
in this study. The fit test results of the model and corresponding indicators are shown in
Table 8.

Table 8. Model structure validity analysis.

Indicator Standard Estimation Result Fitness Level

x2/df 1~5 2.477 Good Fit
CFI >0.900 0.949 Good Fit
IFI >0.900 0.927 Good Fit
TLI >0.900 0.902 Good Fit

PNFI >0.500 0.801 Good Fit
PGFI >0.500 0.715 Good Fit

RMSEA <0.100 0.066 Good Fit

Then, AMOS 26.0 was used to validate the model path for the research of shared
micro-mobility satisfaction. The results showcase that except for H9, hypotheses H1~H10
are all consistent with the theoretical expectations. After further correction to the initial
structure model, the path coefficients of the structural equation modeling (SEM) were
obtained, as shown in Figure 4. And the results of the model’s hypothesis testing are shown
in Table 9.
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Table 9. Hypotheses findings.

Hypothesis Path C.R. p β (Standard) Test Results

H1 PQ → IE 4.834 *** 0.441 Support
H2 UE → IE 3.347 0.002 0.529 Support
H3 UE → PPV 7.243 *** 0.617 Support
H4 PQ → PPV 2.571 0.004 0.337 Support
H5 IE → PPV 2.436 0.007 0.534 Support
H6 PPV → US 3.217 *** 0.387 Support
H7 US → CI 2.153 0.003 0.589 Support
H8 SC → PPV 2.917 0.003 0.326 Support
H9 SC → US 1.731 0.088 0.139 Refuse
H10 SC → CI 2.778 *** 0.428 Support

Note: *** represent p < 0.01. β: path coefficient in structural equation model; C.R: critical value in structural
equation model.

In order to test the mediating effect of interactive experience, product perceived value,
and user satisfaction, the bootstrap method was adopted in AMOS 26.0 to undertake
repeated sampling. The results are shown in Table 10, which demonstrates that interactive
experience, product perceived value, and user satisfaction have a significant mediating
effect in the research model for shared micro-mobility user satisfaction (p < 0.001).

Table 10. Results of the mediating effect test.

Path Indirect Effects Estimate LLCI ULCI Result

1 UE-PPV-US 0.043 0.007 0.072 Significant
2 PQ-PPV-US 0.051 0.009 0.111 Significant
3 IE-PPV-US 0.042 0.015 0.117 Significant
4 SC-PPV-US 0.037 0.008 0.104 Significant
5 PQ-IE-PPV 0.076 0.026 0.203 Significant
7 UE-IE-PPV 0.055 0.003 0.065 Significant
6 PPV-US-CI 0.069 0.005 0.089 Significant

4.4. Results

From the analysis of the path coefficients and the mediating effect of the research
model for shared micro-mobility user satisfaction, the following can be concluded: First,
user expectation and product quality can significantly affect the interactive experience and
further affect the product perceived value based on the mediating effect of the interactive
experience, so hypotheses H1 (β = 0.441, p < 0.001) and H2 (β = 0.529, p < 0.01) are
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valid. Second, user expectations, product quality, interactive experience, and subjective
consciousness significantly affect the perceived value of shared micro-mobility and then
affect user satisfaction through the mediating variable of product perceived value; in
addition, user satisfaction has a significant positive effect on continuance intention. So,
hypotheses H3 (β = 0.617, p < 0.001), H4 (β = 0.337, p < 0.01), H5 (β = 0.534, p < 0.01),
H6 (β = 0.387, p < 0.001), H7 (β = 0.589, p < 0.01), and H8 (β = 0.326, p < 0.01) are valid.
Furthermore, as shown in the influence path coefficients, user expectation has the strongest
effect on product perceived value. Third, although subjective consciousness cannot directly
influence user satisfaction, it can influence user satisfaction through the mediating variable
of product perceived value, so hypothesis H9 (β = 0.139, p > 0.05) is not supported but H10
(β = 0.428, p < 0.001) is valid.

5. Discussion

On the one hand, the “14th Five-Year Plan” for green transportation in China advocates
for the comprehensive and in-depth promotion of green development in transportation.
Understanding user evaluations and perceptions of emerging green transportation meth-
ods such as shared micro-mobility is crucial. On the other hand, in the field of shared
micro-mobility research, most scholars typically assess its impact from a macro perspective,
focusing on aspects such as enterprise operations and government planning. In investigat-
ing the factors influencing user satisfaction in shared micro-mobility, there has been a lack
of research from the micro perspective of product value. This study employed quantitative
research methods on online user comment data to explore and validate the composition of
product perceived value in shared micro-mobility, as well as the critical influencing factors
on user satisfaction in shared micro-mobility. The SEM results show that among the key
factors, user expectation delivers the greatest influence; user expectation and product qual-
ity can positively affect the product perceived value; and interactive experience plays an
important mediating effect among user expectation, product quality, and product perceived
value. On the one hand, Similar to existing expectancy theory research, user expectation
can provide a benchmark for interactive experience: When a product meets or exceeds
such expectation, users may feel satisfied. On the other hand, product quality itself also
determines users’ interactive experience; high-quality products tend to provide a better use
experience, thus enhancing the product perceived value. Previous studies seem to have
overlooked the comprehensive impact of product interaction experience. In contrast, we
further substantiated its influencing mechanisms.

Among the four constituent factors of perceived product value, we also identified
four corresponding important measurement variables. First, reliability is a key variable
affecting product quality (β = 0.871, p = 0.001). This finding is supported by the research of
Javadinasr et al., who discovered that a prominent factor determining users’ decisions is
the perceived reliability. A point of divergence between the results of their research and
this study is as follows: they maintain that the source of reliability comes primarily from
the temporal and spatial accessibility of micro-mobility [56], whereas this study is focused
more on users’ feedback on the vehicle condition during their riding. It can be observed
that with the rapid expansion of shared micro-mobility, people’s focus on the product has
shifted gradually from basic functionality to a more comprehensive experience. Second,
as a measured variable, the safety standard has the greatest impact on user expectation
(β = 0.868, p = 0.001). Shaaban et al. pointed out that safety plays an important role in
maintaining a high level of services for any mode of transportation [57]. This finding is
also supported by Pande et al., who have explored the safety of shared micro-mobility and
the risk of associated liabilities from a governmental perspective [58]. We believe that users
also value the safety and compliance of travel tools. Therefore, governments and businesses
should take effective measures to ensure and promote the safety of travel modes to increase
user adoption rates. Third, similar to the results of Javadinasr et al. [56], it is found that ease
of use has a significant impact on users’ experience with shared micro-mobility (β = 0.863,
p = 0.001). Ratan et al. also emphasized that mobile apps could significantly influence the
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use experience of e-scooters, and media technology was a key factor impacting the usability
of transportation vehicles [59]. As a form of public good, the use of shared micro-mobility
necessitates the use of mobile applications. Unlike other transportation products with
additional smart apps, the key lies in how to enhance universality and user-friendliness in
shared micro-mobility apps. And finally, green motivation is significant in determining
users’ subjective consciousness for choosing shared micro-mobility (β = 0.827, p = 0.001),
and this point is supported by Flores et al. [60], who demonstrated that green perceptions
have a much high impact on the use of shared micro-mobility. However, Bozzi et al. pointed
out that shared micro-mobility delivers a negative impact on the environment in terms
of production, use, and maintenance. On the whole, the green and low-carbon slogans of
shared micro-mobility companies do influence users’ choices of travel modes. However,
for long-term development, green and low-carbon solutions targeting the entire product
lifecycle are more aligned with users’ ultimate interests.

Subjective consciousness can deliver a direct positive impact on users’ continuance
intention. This study demonstrates the important position of subjective consciousness
(such as users’ green motivation, responsibility attribution, and health perceptions) in users’
decision-making process [60]. This finding is consistent with current research results about
the social psychology of micro-mobility users [55]. Users’ intrinsic beliefs and attitudes
have a profound effect on their behavioral choices; when users are convinced that a service
or product is beneficial to them, they may become more inclined to use it consistently,
and this willingness to use will be further enhanced when this belief is aligned with the
perceived value of the product. In contrast to previous research results, we found that
subjective consciousness cannot directly influence users’ satisfaction; it indirectly influences
their satisfaction through the product’s perceived value. A possible explanation is that
although users’ positive awareness can boost their use of a product, users have their own
psychological evaluation of the goodness of the product. This point is embodied in the
integrated perceived value of products, and satisfaction is the consequence following the
psychological evaluation of products. We believe that the prerequisite for the government
or companies advocating for shared micro-mobility is whether users can perceive the value
of the product. In other words, the green motivation and similar motivations of users
can only be effective when a product achieves high user satisfaction. In addition, user
satisfaction and subjective consciousness delivers a significant direct effect on continuance
intention, and this finding is consistent with the research results of Peng et al., who explored
continuance intention in the use shared bicycle services [61].

The results of this study support the discovery of Liao and Nikiforiadis et al.; that is,
shared micro-mobility modes can attract people with similar sociodemographic character-
istics [62]. As shown in the basic statistical information acquired from the questionnaire
survey, the majority of shared micro-mobility users are students, and they have a relatively
high level of education. College students account for a large share of the shared micro-
mobility market, possibly because the transportation modes currently adopted by students
influence their choices [63]. Additionally, in general, students with a high education level
tend to be able to understand and utilize new technologies and apps more easily, so they
are more likely to adopt and promote shared micro-mobility. For providers of shared
micro-mobility services, this study can help them to better understand their target audi-
ences so that they may develop targeted marketing strategies and service improvement
plans. Moreover, the results of this study support the hypotheses of the ACSI framework,
confirming the mediating effect of product perceived value between the influencing factors
and user satisfaction.

In summary, the findings of this study offer a new perspective from which to under-
stand the behavior and psychology of the users of shared micro-mobility services. This
study emphasizes the key role of product perceived value in connecting the influencing
factors with user satisfaction, underlines the dominance of user expectation among all
influencing factors, and stresses the significant direct function of subjective consciousness
in shaping users’ continuance intention to use the services. Future research could further
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explore the deeper relationships among these factors, as well as the interactions between
these factors and other potential factors.

6. Conclusions

This study chose China’s five major shared micro-mobility APPs (Hellobike, Meituan,
Green Orange, Xiao Liu, and Song Guo) and two major social media platforms (Little Red
Book and Zhi Hu) as its research objects. Seventeen factors influencing users’ satisfaction
with shared micro-mobility were mined from 6560 online user reviews, and then, based
on the topic clustering results of ASCI and LDA, a research model was constructed for
shared micro-mobility user satisfaction. A total of 429 valid users voluntarily answered the
online questionnaire, which contains 30 questions. Finally, SEM was utilized to verify the
relationships among user expectation, product quality, interactive experience, subjective
consciousness, product perceived value, user satisfaction, and continuance intention. It is
found in this study that product perceived value is primarily composed of user expectations,
product quality, interaction experience, and subjective consciousness. Furthermore, from
the perspective of the mechanism influencing user satisfaction, user expectation and prod-
uct quality can positively affect product perceived value through interactive experience.
User expectation, product quality, interactive experience, and subjective consciousness can
positively affect user satisfaction through product perceived value, with user expectation
holding the greatest influence. Subjective consciousness has a direct positive effect on users’
continuance intention and also indirectly affects continuance intention through product
perceived value. It is worth noting that subjective consciousness cannot directly influence
user satisfaction.

First, user expectation, interactive experience, and product quality have a great im-
pact on product perceived value while indirectly affecting user satisfaction, with user
expectations holding the greatest impact. Therefore, improving user expectations and
other product-related factors is an important means of boosting the continuance intention
of using shared micro-mobility. Generally, user expectations are determined by pre-use
expectations and post-use experiences. On the one hand, based on the pre-expectation
analysis, enterprises in the shared micro-mobility industry shall fully understand the needs
of users, including safety norms, convenience, price acceptance, and other factors, so as
to achieve the effect of appealing to users quickly and effectively. Meanwhile, they shall
maintain their brand images, set up consistent visual profiles, and strengthen brand loyalty
in the minds of users. On the other hand, they shall, in a timely manner, receive feedback on
post-use experiences such as maintenance quality and scheduling efficiency, make targeted
improvements based on users’ pain points, and regularly monitor product reputation and
customer feedback so as to take timely action to solve problems and make improvements.

Second, paying attention to integrating user expectations and product quality can
effectively boost interactive experience of products and, in turn, affect product perceived
value and user satisfaction. As shown in the results of Research No. 1, user expectation is
placed more on intangible services of products, and product quality represents users’ feel-
ings about the vehicle hardware; therefore, enhancing the synergy between the hardware
and software of products can significantly improve users’ riding experience. At present,
intelligent hardware is utilized to provide support for the technical applications of big data,
artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and others, or to predict users’ travel trajectories
and consumption scenarios. This practice has become a major innovation trend in the
shared micro-mobility industry. In brief, shared micro-mobility companies should enhance
technological innovation to improve the perceived value of travel services.

Finally, as a psychosocial feeling of users, subjective consciousness has a significant
impact on both product perceived value and continuance intention. On the one hand,
shared micro-mobility provides users with a less sedentary way of traveling, thus helping
increase their daily activities while producing less carbon emissions and noise pollution.
For the urban dwellers who have health and environment consciousness, this category of
transportation vehicles will become their first choice. Therefore, micro-mobility enterprises
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should emphasize their positive impact on increasing daily activities and improving health
while attracting more users through social responsibility activities such as low-carbon
travel. On the other hand, for young people and urban white-collar groups, this mode
of travel could be regarded as a fashionable and modern lifestyle, which would help
strengthen individuals’ self-identity. Enterprises can provide different styles of micro-
mobility products so as to meet the needs of different users in terms of their self-identity
and personalized expression.

We expanded upon previous research by integrating the concept of perceived value,
incorporating aspects such as product quality, user expectations, interaction experience,
and subjective consciousness into the product dimension of shared micro-mobility for
analysis. Additionally, our study deviated from common survey research and corporate
data and instead relied on multi-channel user online comments. This approach not only
includes a wide range of authentic information but also indirectly reflects the emotional
needs of the commentators, effectively addressing the limitations of traditional econometric
and statistical methods. The research data were categorized into three levels: 4 main
research topics, 17 sub-topics, and numerous keywords extracted from online comments.
Our clustering hierarchy provides insights into various research topics that may influence
user satisfaction. Governments or enterprises can leverage the insights from this research to
enhance the quality of shared micro-mobility services and promote diversified green travel
options. This aligns with the vision of China’s 14th Five-Year Plan for green transportation
development and contributes to the sustainable progress of urban transportation.

7. Limitations and Future Research

This study makes certain theoretical contributions to the research related to shared
micro-mobility and provides some practical guidance for shared micro-mobility enterprises
in strengthening user satisfaction and expanding market share. However, it still has some
limitations. First, the data for this study were collected through an online survey. Those
who can respond to questionnaires online tend to be younger users who would use the
Internet frequently; therefore, if offline surveys were also conducted, more objective and
detailed results would be acquired. Future research can focus on the moderating effect of
such demographic factors as age, gender, education, income, and others on the research
model; this effort will help identify the impact of demographic characteristics on user
satisfaction in a detailed manner. Second, the shared micro-mobility of concern in this
study is a broad concept, which covers shared bicycles, shared electric vehicles, shared
scooters, and other emerging urban travel means. There may be some differences across
shared mobility products, so the differences in terms of product types and the influencing
factors behind such differences deserve in-depth exploration as well. Finally, the topic
clustering results acquired in this study can be combined with other theories so as to fully
understand the influence weights of factors and their interactions under different theories.
In brief, future research needs to further refine the findings of this study by taking these
factors into account.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Scale items.

Constructs Items Measures Sources

Product quality (PQ)

PQ1 I feel comfortable with shared micro-mobility

Chen et al. (2010) [64]
PQ2 Shared micro-mobility are very durable, with few

breakdowns
PQ3 Shared micro-mobility is a beautiful urban sight

PQ4 Shared micro-mobility platform can start quickly
and operate well

User expectation (UE)

UE1 Shared micro-mobility should be responsible for
my safety and regulated driving

Szajna et al. (1993) [65]

UE2 I would make a selection among brands of shared
micro-mobility

UE3 Shared micro-mobility are priced in an
appropriate, open and transparent manner

UE4 Customer service of shared micro-mobility
platforms can provide efficient feedback

UE5
Shared micro-mobility services are so widely

distributed that it is easy to use them anytime,
anywhere

Interactive experience (IE)

IE1 Shared micro-mobility can serve a wide variety of
people

Hassenzahl et al. (2010) [66]

IE2 It’s fun to communicate with others on shared
micro-mobility platforms

IE3 Shared micro-mobility is easy to operate and
conforms to the user’s habits

IE4 High tech of shared micro-mobility delivers good
experience to me

IE5 I can easily operate shared micro-mobility with
mobile phone software

Subjective consciousness
(SC)

SC1 Using shared micro-mobility can exercise my body

Wierzchon et al. (2012) [67]
SC2 I think using shared micro-mobility is a

contribution to the environment

SC3 I see the use of shared micro-mobility as a form of
self-expression

Product perceived value
(PPV)

PV1 I find high overall value with shared
micro-mobility

Bhattacherjee et al. (2001) [68]PV2 I think it’s worthwhile to use shared
micro-mobility

PV3 Using a shared micro-mobility gives me a good
feeling

User satisfaction (US)

US1 I’m satisfied with my experience in using shared
micro-mobility

Deng et al. (2010) [51] Zhao et al.
(2012) [52]

US2 Shared micro-mobility meets my travel needs
properly

US3 I’m satisfied with the overall functionality and
service of shared Micro-mobility

Continuance intention (CI)

CI1 I expect to continue using shared micro-mobility in
the future

Deng et al. (2010) [51] Roca et al.
(2006) [69]

CI2 I would like to recommend shared micro-mobility
to my friends or family members

CI3 I’ll introduce to others the travel means of shared
micro-mobility
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